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The current covid-19 crisis has hardly
shaken all companies’ organization and
activities. One of its most striking events: it
has brutally forced sometimes 100%
employees to work in remote mode. And this
modus operandi should not only persist but
also become the new standard of a new era
we are entering. Working in remote was
already settled in some firms. But the crisis
has accelerated it and companies were not
prepared to such a rough and extensive
transition. 
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In Program / Project Management, where everything is a matter of communication,
collaboration, intuition, interdependency, the remote mode induces a number of pitfalls
(e.g. putting organizations back in silos, tunnel effect, slowed innovation) that need to
be adequately tackled (by new channels, ways of working, etc.). CYLAD shares its
point of view on what are the main stakes and challenges for Project Management in
‘remote mode’ and how to face these challenges through digitalization of the Projec
Management office along with good practices to be deployed through the teams

The brutal switch to full remote mode is very tricky for
project managers and teams where human
interactions and proximity (‘plateau’ mode) are key.
And even companies where project management is
well established can easily fall back in the old ways /
defects observed in companies where, in normal
conditions, no (efficient) project management is
settled. 
The main typical pitfalls generally observed are  :
calendar / budgetary / quality drifts, tunnel effect
increase, a slowed-down innovation, a risk for silos
resurgence, a lack of motivation from the teams and
less fluent communication at all levels.



Identify and understand the specific project management stakes and points to
watch when working in remote mode, and to tackle these challenges,
Secure you have the appropriate tool suite / accelerate the digitalization of your
Project Management office,
Define and implement good practices through all teams.

Thus, how to implement an efficient Project Management / Organization in remote
mode?
At CYLAD, our answer is : 

1.

2.

3.

Across the 3 main questions Program / Project Management shall address
(How to feed projects portfolio?, How to manage the project?, How to deal
with change management?), multiple stakes and watch points can be
identified when it comes to work in remote mode.

Specific Project Management 
stakes / watch points 
in remote mode

One additional and transverse stake is to secure the deployment and/or the effective &
efficient use of the appropriated digital tools for all project use cases.



If digitalization in regular conditions is a catalyst for so many Project
Management stakes, it becomes a must have when project teams work in
remote (or in different sites, countries…).
To each need / PM use case, a proper tool should be deployed to foster
collaborative work and ease information flow in order to support teams
working in remote.
Below is listed a selection to existing tools for each PM use case.

Digitalization of the 
Project Management office

Focus first on tools already in place / within the company’s catalogue 
Check the compliance of a selected tool with corporate security rules
Foster self-explanatory / friendly tools, especially if deployed remotely as well
Streamline / limit new tools deployment not to drown

In the digitalization process, 4 key principles have to be followed to optimize tool selection : 

Whatever the tool suite chosen and deployed, it needs to go hand in hand with good
practices effectively deployed through the teams, all along Project Management use cases,
to bring its full potential.



To each specific « remote » stake identified, one or several good practices
to be deployed:

Implementation of « remote »
good practices
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On these topics, CYLAD can be your hands-on business partner.
We have especially developed an easy-to-use maturity grid to
sound out the situation and quickly know where focus has to be
made. Let’s talk about it.

We hope these highlights will help you save
time on a short term perspective as well as
think and better prepare the new era coming,
era where remote work, with its pitfalls but
also its advantages in a context of
internationalization, would become more and
more the norm. 


